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There exist several user interface widgets that dynamically
grow in size in response to the user’s focus of attention.
Some of these, such as icons in toolbars, expand to
facilitate their selection − allowing for a reduced initial size
in an attempt to optimize screen space use. However,
selection performance may be degraded by this decreased
initial widget size. We describe an experiment which
explores the effects of varying parameters of expansion
techniques in a selection task. Our results suggest that Fitts’
law can model and predict performance in such tasks. They
also indicate that performance is governed by the target’s
final size, not its initial one. Further, performance is
dependent on the target’s final size even when the target
only begins expanding as late as after 90% of the
movement towards the target has already been completed.
These results indicate that expanding widgets can be used
without sacrificing performance.

Expanding targets, Fitts’ law, interaction design, empirical
evaluation, interaction modeling
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Figure 1. Possible sequence(s) of submovements toward
a target as described by the optimized initial impulse
model [12]. (a) is the case where a single movement
reaches the target. (b) and (c) are the more likely cases
where the initial movement under or over shoots the
target, requiring subsequent corrective movements.
Based on this explanation, in the situation where the
target’s width expands at some point during the movement,
it can be expected that the first large and fast movement
towards the target is planned and executed with the initial,
unexpanded, target width as the input parameter to the
subject’s motor control system. However, subsequent
corrective submovements should, according to this model,
be able to respond to changes in the target’s size since these
submovements are under closed-loop feedback control.
Thus, based on this explanation of Fitts’ law, we
hypothesize that in most cases target acquisition time
should be dependent largely on the final target size and not
the initial one at the onset of movement. In the following
experiment, we empirically verify this hypothesis.
However, there remains the question as to when the target
should begin expanding. A safe option would be to expand
the target sometime during the execution of the initial
movement, and have it completely expanded before the
subject plans and executes the corrective submovement(s).
From an interface design standpoint, however, it would be
advantageous to be able to delay expansion of the target to
the last possible moment. This would allow for the
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interface widgets to remain small and not obscure other
more important elements of the display until absolutely
needed. At the same time we want to gain whatever
advantage the expanded target size will have on target
acquisition time. Thus, it is critical to determine this
crossover point at which the target must expand in order to
realize the significant advantages of such expansion.
"# $ 
!%
Our experiment is designed to answer the following
questions for a typical discrete target selection task where
the target’s width expands dynamically after the onset of
movement towards that target:
1. Can such a task be modeled by Fitts’ law?
2. If it can indeed be modeled by Fitts’ law, is it possible
to predict performance in such tasks from a base set of
data where no expansion takes place? In other words, if
we obtain a Fitts’ law equation for the base case, can
movement time for the expansion case be determined
simply by substituting new values for target width W?
3. Is it true, as suggested by our analysis in the previous
section, that movement time is dependent on the final
target width and not the initial one at onset of
movement?
4. At what point should the target begin expanding?
5. Do different
performance?
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Figure 2. Stimuli. In the base case, the target had a
width of W. In the expanded cases, the target began
with a width W but expanded to Wexpanded when the
cursor moved past a specified expansion point P. The
amplitude A was measured from center of start position
to center of target.
#% '
We first conducted a pilot study with three subjects in order
to get a quick sense if all the experimental conditions we
were considering would actually have significant effects on
performance. This would not only tell us if we were on the
right track, but would possibly allow us to eliminate any
extraneous conditions which would lengthen and
complicate the final experiment without corresponding
benefits.

There were three conditions which manipulated the target
expansion parameter:
• Static. This is a base case of a standard Fitts’ law style
aiming task which serves as a basis for comparison.
• Spatial expansion. The target width grows from W to
Wexpanded over a given expansion time period T. This is
likely to be the preferred expansion strategy in real
interface design. Gradual expansion is chosen simply to
avoid jarring visual popout effects that would occur if
the target changed size instantly.
• Fading-in expansion. The target is expanded instantly at
a given time in the motor domain but visually is faded
in (at full size) gradually over time T. Here, the benefit
of the larger target is available to the user instantly in
the motor domain while the gradual visual fade in again
prevents any jarring visual popout effects.
For the two expansion conditions, target expansion time T
was set at 200msec which resulted in a smooth visual
transition between target sizes
For the two expansion conditions, we also had three
different values for the point P at which the target began to
expand: ¼, ½, ¾ of A measured from the starting point.
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Thus, in summary, we had a total of seven conditions: base
case, spatial expansion with P = ¼, ½, and ¾ respectively,
and fading-in expansion with P = ¼, ½, and ¾ respectively.
For all the conditions, in units of 16 pixels, we used four
target widths (W = 0.5, 1, 2, & 4 units), fully crossed with
four target amplitudes (A = 8, 16, 32, & 64 units) resulting
in sixteen A-W combinations with seven levels of task
difficulty (ID) ranging from 1.58 to 7.01 bits.
In all cases, the expanded target width Wexpanded was set to
twice the initial target width W. While we conceivably
could have varied this parameter as well, we felt that a 2x
magnification was representative of what would be used in
real interface widget design and was sufficient to address
the main goals of the present study.
A repeated measures design was used for each of these
conditions – subjects were presented with five blocks, each
consisting of all sixteen A-W combinations appearing five
times each in random order within the block. Subjects were
allowed to rest between blocks.
 
Regression analyses showed that the data for all conditions
fit the Fitts’ law equation with r2 values above 0.97. This is
good news in that the selection of expanding targets can be
modeled using Fitts’ law.
A repeated measures analysis of variance showed a
significant main effect for the seven main conditions (F2,6 =
61, p < .0001). Pairwise means comparison tests showed
that the base condition significantly differed from the
others indicating that expanding targets resulted in better
performance than the non-expanding ones. This indicates
that performance in the expanding target conditions is
governed more by the final target width rather than its
initial width.
There was no significant difference between the two
different expansion strategies (p > .05).
Varying the value of expansion point P also had no
significant effect (p > .05). This is excellent news for
interface widget design in that target expansion can occur
as late as ¾ of the way to the target and still result in
performance that is as good as if the target had expanded
much earlier. In order to determine how far we could push
the value of P, we performed a second pilot study with a
single subject using a P value of 0.9. At this value of P,
performance was not significantly different from when P
was ¼, ½, or ¾. From a motor control standpoint, this
indicates that the corrective submovements performed
under closed-loop feedback control towards the end of
movement can react quickly, accurately, and take
advantage of last minute changes in target size.
)%% '

Twelve volunteers (9 male, 3 female) participated as
subjects in the experiment. All were right-handed and had
experience with computer pointing devices.
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Given that the results of the pilot study showed no
difference in performance between the two expansion
strategies, we decided to only use the spatial expansion
strategy for our full scale experiment. This was chosen as
the preferred technique since, if used in real interfaces, it
would avoid the visual interference of alpha blending two
images as with the fading-in technique.
Thus, we have two main conditions, static and expanding.
Similarly, since our pilot results showed no effect on
performance when expansion point P was changed, we
only used a single value for P of 0.9. With such a high P,
we decided to reduce the expansion time T to 100msec.
This still results in smooth transition between target sizes
but has the advantage of giving the user more time to react
to, and advantageously utilize, the expanded target.
As in the pilot study, the expanded target width Wexpanded
was set to twice the initial target width W.
Since P = 0.9, having conditions where the target width is
initially already more than 10% of the amplitude would
mean that the user would already be in the unexpanded
target before it begins to expand, thus gaining no advantage
from the expansion. Accordingly, for both expansion
conditions, we eliminated the three easiest A-W conditions
(A-W = 8-2, 8-4, 16-4) from the original sixteen used in the
pilot study. We thus have thirteen A-W combinations (80.5, 8-1, 16-0.5, 16-1, 16-2, 32-0.5, 32-1, 32-2, 32-4, 640.5, 64-1, 64-2, 64-4 in units of 16 pixels) with five levels
of task difficulty (ID) ranging from 3.17 to 7.01 bits.
The two conditions were counter balanced between the
subjects: one group of six subjects did the static condition
first followed by the expanding condition, while the other
group of six subjects did the expanding condition followed
by static condition. The thirteen A-W conditions within
each expansion condition were within-subjects. A repeated
measures within-subjects design was used for each
condition − subjects were presented with five blocks, each
consisting of all thirteen A-W combinations appearing in
random five times each within the block. Thus, the
experiment consisted of 7800 trials in total, computed as
follows:
12 subjects 
2 conditions 
13 A-W combinations 
5 trials per A-W combination 
5 blocks of trials
= 7800 trials in total
At the start of the experiment, for each of the two
conditions, subjects were given a warmup block of trials
consisting of a a single trial for each A-W condition, just to
familiarize them with the task and conditions. Data from
these warmup trials was not used in our analysis. The
experiment was conducted in one sitting and lasted about
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50 minutes per subject. Subjects were allowed breaks
between blocks of trials.
 
We expect to find the following effects in our experimental
data:
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MT ≥ a + bIDexp anded
where


A
 A

+ 1 = log 2 
+ 1 
IDexp anded = log 2 
 Wexp anded

2
W





H1. The expanding condition will result in faster movement
times than the static condition.



H2. Performance in both conditions can be accounted for
by Fitts’ law.
H3. Performance in the expanding condition is dependent
largely on the target’s final size, not its initial one.

   

A

ID = log 2  + 1 
W



H4. Performance in the expanding condition can be
predicted based on the Fitts’ law equation generated in the
base static condition.
 
Repeated measures analysis of variance showed a
significant main effect for condition (F1,11 = 1345, p <
.0001). The overall mean movement times were 1.335
seconds for the static condition and 1.178 seconds for the
expanding condition. These results clearly indicate that
expanding targets can result in improved performance, thus
confirming hypothesis H1. Figure 3 illustrates.
Linear regression analysis showed that the data for each of
the two conditions fit a Fitts’ law equation with r2 values
above 0.97 (Figure 4). Thus, hypothesis H2 is confirmed.
Given the a and b constants used to fit the data in the static
condition, we can estimate a lower bound on movement
time in the expanding condition. To acquire an expanding
target, the user should take at least as much time as they
would to acquire a target that is always expanded:
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Figure 2. Comparison of movement times for static
and expanding conditions for each A and W condition
studied, for all twelve subjects.
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Figure 3. Regressions of the measured data for both
conditions (solid and dashed lines), and a theoretical
lower bound for the expanding case (dotted line).
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Figure 4. Time MT to acquire a static target is MT =
a+bID (solid line). For targets that expand to twice their
size, we can establish a lower bound of MT =
a+b(log2(2ID+1)-1) (dotted line). For small ID’s, where
the initial impulse movement dominates, the actual
movement time for expanding targets (dashed line) and
static targets should be close. However, for higher ID’s,
closed-loop feedback control dominates, allowing the
user to take advantage of the expanded target size and
approach the lower bound.
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The only other significant effect was a learning effect
across the blocks of trials (F4,11 = 16, p < .0001), which is
typical in these sorts of experimental tasks.
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Our experimental results have significant implications for
interface design, in particular for the design of buttons,
menus, or other selectable widgets. We have shown that,
for an interesting range of ID's, a P value of 0.9 yields
performance benefits dependent on the target's expanded
size. Thus an interface with multiple expanding targets
need not predict the pointer's trajectory to anticipate which
widgets to expand. Rather, simply expanding widgets that
are near the pointer suffices to significantly facilitate
selection. This also means that the user is less likely to be
distracted by multiple expanding targets on screen, since
expansion need only occur in proximity to the cursor
(ostensibly when it is convenient for the user).
Simply expanding all nearby targets, however, may cause
problems. If the widgets are arranged adjacently in arrays
(e.g. toolbars) to save screen space, expanding one widget
around its center would cause overlap and occlusion with
neighboring widgets. One solution is to expand an entire
group of widgets around the group's center, avoiding
occlusion. For small groups of widgets, such as floating
panels of a few tools, this might work well. However, if the
group is large, widgets on the group's periphery will be
moved far from their original position during expansion,
giving the user a moving target to aim for.
A second solution is to expand the nearest widgets, and to
move adjacent widgets out the way. This strategy is used in
the desktop toolbar of , although not to facilitate
selection: icons are expanded after the pointer has already
moved over them. We have built a prototype1 that uses this
strategy to aid selection. Figures 6a and 6b show the
prototype's button strip before and after the pointer moves
over a button. Acquisition of targets is eased when the
pointer approaches from above or below. However, there
are two problems with this design: first, although buttons
appear to expand both horizontally and vertically, in the
motor domain the advantage of this expansion is only
realized in the vertical (height) direction. In the horizontal
(width) direction, the buttons only expand visually: in the
motor domain the size remains unaltered. Second, when
approaching a target from the side, the expansion and
contraction of neighboring icons creates a significant
sideways motion, shifting the target's position and making
it more difficult to acquire (Figure 6c).
As a next step, we designed a new prototype with a focus
on addressing the second problem. Our second prototype
reduces the sideways motion of adjacent buttons by
allowing some occlusion (Figure 7). Although occlusion
may interfere with inspection and selection of some targets,
we adopted two techniques to minimize the interference.
First, our design guarantees that no button is occluded more
than a given percentage, the Max Occlusion factor, that can
be tuned to adjust behavior. Second, buttons that are
1

Our prototypes are available for readers to experience at
www.dgp.toronto.edu/~mjmcguff/research/expandingTargets/
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unexpanded self could appear in, thus reducing the
possibility of incorrect selections.
Initial trials with our second design indicate that, with
reasonable expansion factors (200-400 %), good values for
the Max Occlusion factor fall between 20 and 50 %.
We believe that our second design is promising for onedimensional arrays of widgets in that it allows for an
adjustable trade-off between excessive sideways motion
and mutual occlusion between targets. In future, we hope to
explore improvements of our design, including addressing
the lack of horizontal expansion in the motor domain and
extending the design to 2-dimensional arrays of widgets.

Figure 6. First prototype expanding widget design. (a)
The buttons are un-expanded when the pointer is far
away. (b) A button is fully expanded when the cursor is
over it, and neighboring buttons are partially expanded
and pushed sideways. (c) A user starting in the state
shown in (b) may try to move to the right to select the
button with the light X on the dark background. By the
time the cursor reaches the desired button’s location,
the button has moved to the left and the user is now
over a different button (one with a dark X on a light
background).
occluded are always expanded at least enough so that their
visible area is equal to their original unoccluded area. This
ensures a rough lower bound on how difficult they are to
see or acquire at any given time.

Figure 7. Second prototype expanding widget design.
This improves on the first by allowing for limited
overlap between adjacent buttons thus alleviating the
problems caused by sideways motion.
One consequence of our design is that, even with a Max
Occlusion factor of 0 % (i.e. no occlusion allowed) which
forces buttons to move sideways significantly, our design
remains well-behaved in the sense that a fully expanded
target will cover all the possible positions that its

*''   ) +
We have presented experimental work that investigates
factors that affect the acquisition of expanding targets. Our
results indicate that such tasks can indeed be accurately
modeled by Fitts’ law. Also, the user performance is
consistently aided by the target expansion, even when the
target only expands after 90% of the distance towards the
target has been traversed. Furthermore, the improvement in
performance is dependent on the final target size, not the
initial one. Performance in these expanding target tasks can
be roughly predicted from a Fitts’ law equation determined
by a base set of data where no expansion takes place. Most
significantly, we have shown that targets that expand just as
the user is about to reach them can be acquired
approximately as fast as targets that are always in an
expanded state. We have also discussed the implications of
these results for the design of user interface widgets that
dynamically change in size to aid selection.
In the future, we intend to explore more robust techniques
for predicting performance in the acquisition of expanding
targets for a larger range of IDs. We also want to explore
the case where targets shrink rather than expand. This case
is less useful for interface design, but is nonetheless
important to complete our understanding of the
psychophysical underpinnings of such tasks. From an
interface design perspective, another important issue to
explore is the possible detrimental effect of the distraction
posed by having multiple expanding targets on screen. We
also intend to further develop our expanding widget designs
to incorporate horizontal expansion in the motor domain.
+* !$ '
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